2009 Hawker 4000
RC-14 / LV-CNW

692.5 Hours since New
Honeywell Primus Avionics Suite
Block Point Inspections / Load 20 Mod-Output Completed
Engines Enrolled on ESP Gold
APU Enrolled on MSP

For more information, please contact:
Sales Team
Info@hattaviation.com
303.790.1050
hattaviation.com

Unique in Experience, Global in Scope.
Scottsdale | Dubai | Breckenridge | Wichita | San Jose | Denver | Beijing | Miami
2009 Hawker 4000
REG: LV-CNW  SN: RC-14

Airframe / Engines / APU
Airframe: 692.5 Hours since New / 545 Landings

Engines: Pratt & Whitney 308A

Serial Numbers: Left Right
PCE-CE0029 PCE-CE0030
Hours since New: 692.5 692.5
Cycles since New: 545 545

Engine Program: Engines Enrolled on ESP Gold

APU: Honeywell GTCP-36-150 / 722 Hours / Enrolled on MSP

Avionics and Cockpit Options
The Hawker 4000 is equipped with Honeywell Primus Epic Avionics Suite with Five 8” x 10” Panel displays. A brief description of this suite is as follows:

• Honeywell RNZ-850 ADF
• Dual Honeywell RCZ-833
• Dual Honeywell RNZ-850 DME
• Aural Warning System CMC
• Dual Honeywell FMS
• Honeywell Primus 880 Weather Radar
• Dual Clocks
• Honeywell EGPWS
• TCAS II Internal / External CMC Access
• Dual Digital Air Data Systems
• Dual VHF NAV (VOR/Marker Beacon/Localizer/Glidescope)

• Dual Inertial Reference System
• Single Radio Altimeter
• Dual Collins VHF Comms w/ 8.33KHz Spacing
• HF9000 HF Communications System w/ SELCAL
• Dual Honeywell RCZ-851E Mode S Diversity Transponders
• Dual Audio/ Interphone/ PA Airborne Telephone
• L3 CVR w/ 2 Hour Recording Time
• L3 FDR

Miscellaneous
• AirCell ST-3100 Iridium SATCOM
• Honeywell Multi-Function Displays
• Dual Honeywell ADC-3000 Air Data Computers
• Dual Honeywell Autothrottle
• Artex C406-ELT
• Dual Air Cycle Machine
• ARINC Data Link
• Dual Honeywell AV-850 Digital Audio System

Maintenance
• Full Block Point Upgrade c/w Feb. 2012, at Hawker Beechcraft
• Thrust Reverser Service Bulletin Complete
• Block Point upgrade c/w. November 2011
• Load 20 Upgrade c/w. Hawker Beechcraft

Specifications Subject to Verification Upon Inspection
**Interior**
Executive 8 Passenger Interior finished in Neutral Earth Tones, featuring a Fwd 4 Place Club Arrangement and Aft 4 Place Club Arrangement, Forward Galley Features a Microwave and coffee machine. Entertainment Features Collins Airshow 4000 w/dual DVD players, and forward & aft 15 Inch Monitors New carpeting by HBC, Tampa as reported 02/13/14

**Exterior**
Will be Delivered with Fresh Paint.
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About Hatt & Associates:

As an independent global aircraft sales company, Hatt & Associates Aviation is experienced in the global jet marketplace. Our high-level experience with OEMs, FBOs, and fractional companies, as well as suppliers, allows us to support our customers through every step of the journey to aircraft ownership.

The executives at Hatt & Associates Aviation have an unprecedented level of experience in buying, selling, leasing and operating aircraft. And we understand the current and future value of your aircraft, so we can help you make the best choices to meet your needs. At Hatt & Associates, we work with some of the biggest names in aviation, and we've established the network and knowledge to help seal the deal.
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